The Venus flytrap effectively detects, traps, digests and absorbs insect prey. A recent study links the mechanical stimulation of sensory hair cells with short-and long-term signalling giving rise to different downstream secretion events that bring about conditions for prey digestion.
to isolated protoplasts. There are few capacitance studies and no detailed amperometric measurements of secretion in plants and other walled cells (e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] ). A recent study by Scherzer and co-workers [8] , published in PNAS, has exploited the unique physiology of the Venus flytrap to carry out a detailed investigation of the regulation of secretion as a component of a highly coordinated series of processes that are induced by a very specific mechanical stimulusthe movement of an insect on the surface of a trap.
Venus flytraps can count. Hair cells on the surface of the trap detect the movement of an insect. A single displacement of the trigger cell produces a very fast electrical depolarization or action potential but no further response. However, a second displacement within 20 seconds generates a further action potential and the trap snaps shut, trapping the prey. Further mechanical stimulation by the struggling prey initiates calcium and jasmonic acid (JA) signalling pathways and after five mechanical triggers, expression of genes encoding digestive enzymes and transport proteins is activated. This is accompanied by secretion of water and acid into the now sealed trap stomach [9] [10] [11] .
Scherzer et al. [8] provide important details on how the secretory events central to the function of the Venus flytap are activated and coordinated ( Figure 1 . A parallel TEM study showed that secretory vesicles form in gland cells in response to more than 5 mechanical stimulations.
Ingeniously, Scherzer et al. followed the secretion of water into the trap lobes by using infra-red gas analysis to monitor water vapour production from the hydrating trap, along with magnetic resonance imaging. They showed how the trap creates the appropriate aqueous medium for secretion of digestive enzymes. This raises further questions concerning the regulation of the efflux pathway for water into the trap.
In a further innovative approach, used quite widely for studies of secretion in animal cells, Scherzer et Dispatches to be monitored. This approach revealed discrete elevations of electrode current from cells of COR-stimulated lobes, indicating the occurrence of discrete secretory events. The kinetics of these individual events were much slower than those of similar secretory events described in animal cells (e.g., [12] ), which was explained largely by the presence of the cell wall, which increased diffusional resistance and distance of the electrode from the site of secretion. Interestingly the secretion of these oxidisable compounds was prolonged (over several hours) and occurred after a significantly longer time lag (following either mechanical stimulation or application of the COR) than the ionic fluxes that were monitored with ion-selective microelectrodes.
Based on transcription analysis [11] , which showed upregulation of a number of key enzymes that facilitate sulphur incorporation into organic compounds as well as enzymes involved in cysteine synthesis, and a transporter for glutathione (GSH) the authors propose that the secretory compounds detected by amperometry are most likely GSH and cysteine-rich secretory enzymes. GSH is an important regulator of redox enzyme function. Further confirmatory evidence for GSH secretion was provided by direct measurement of GSH in stimulated flytrap stomachs.
The different lag periods between trap stimulation and onset of either ionic or enzymatic secretory events is consistent with coordination of hydration, trap acidification, enzyme secretion digestion and absorption with trap closure and the time needed to create a hermetically sealed 'stomach'. Other key questions that can be addressed with this tractable system include: What determines the different lag periods in the onset of secretion of different vesicle populations following stimulation? What differentiates the delivery and fusion of acid-loaded and secretory enzyme vesicles? While the components of the signalling pathway, including intracellular Ca 2+ and JA, have been identified, it will be important to understand how the different signalling components operate in concert to bring about a precisely regulated and sequential response. Two or more action potentials (AP) lead to rapid trap closure while further APs lead to ionic and later enzymatic secretory events via Ca 2+ and JA signalling pathways. The different secretory pathways are associated with particular changes in gene expression (see text for details).
